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minutes before yesterday's game
against the Boston Red Sox.

Apparently the sudden acquisition
was also a surprise 4 the Federal
men, for in none of the-- morning
papers yesterday was there notice
that Chase would play. And a great
advertisement was overlooked, for
Chase would have pulled three or
four thousand more people to the
Weeghman park.

The Feds would have been perfect-
ly safe in playing up the acquisition
of Prince Hal, as no courts were open,
and Comiskey would have been un-
able to prevent the performance of
his former hired man through court
action.

Wow the South Side owner is to
ask an injunction against Chase play-
ing with any team but the White Sox.
Whether the paper will be served to-

day will not be known until game
time. Some of the Buffalo officials
hinted that Hal had been spirited out
of town and would not be used again
here.

But Comiskey says this will not
stop him, as he will resort to the
courts in every city of the Federal
League.

There was no intimation of the rea-
sons which caused Hal's sudden leap.
Possibly the Feds have dug up some
legal angle that will protect them,
for, under the interpretation of big
league contracts handed down by
several judges, they would have only
had four days more to wait before
they could grab Chase in perfect
safety.

Until the game started yesterday
nine-tent- of the North Side fans
did not know Chase was to play. He
worked for about five minutes in
practice, but no stir was created until
the megaphones announced the pres-
ence of the first base bulwark.

Then- - Hal was given an ovation.
The game was halted when he came
to bat and he had to acknowledge the
applause before the bugs would let
the contest go on.

Hal made an auspicious start. In
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four trips to the plate he cracked a
double and single, the two-pl- y blow
being responsible for the only Buf-
falo run. Around first base he han-
dled everyything that was thrown Fo

him and made the Buffalo infielders
feel secure in turning loose hurried
pegs.

The atmosphere must have remind-
ed Hal of the South Side. It was a
pitcher's battle, in which his mates
could not connect in the pinch.

And aside from the work of Earl
Moore and Irwin Lange there was lit-
tle to the game. The Buffed heaver
allowed two hits, but both were
bunched with a pass for our pair of
runs. Lange granted but five blows
and managed to .keep them spaced
until a pair came in the ninth for
the lone run.

Fournier went on the job in place
of Chase at the South Side and there
was no loss of effectiveness in the
first battle of the new alignment. Jack
had nothing difficult to handle in the
fielding line and punched two hust-
ling singles. He was robbed of a triple
through a star catch by Henriksen.

Play Fournier regularly, and he
should bat as well as Chase, possibly
a few points better.

But the difference will be felt in the
defensive department.

It is not often that we drag in Old
Man Psychology, but he has a place
here. Fournier will grab the throws
that come his way, and will get a fair
proportion of the wild ones. But the
other three infielders will suffer in
their work, as we have frequently
said. J

They do not repose the same con-
fidence in Fournier that they did in
Chase. In fact, there are few first
basemen who can give their helpers
such a feeling of security as Hal.

Weaver, Blackburne and Breton
will be going after every bounder with
the knowledge that they must make
excellent throws to Fournier in order
to get the batter. And because of this
they will take more time about their
throws-i- an effort to make them ac--'


